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The regeneration of complex body structures after injury or
ablation, as championed most impressively by salamanders but
barely detectable in humans, remains poorly understood at the
molecular level. Despite the obvious medical potential, our detailed
understanding of the underlying molecular pathways remains largely
in its infancy. We have attempted to identify the molecular
determinants underlying this evolutionary divergence by under-
taking a detailed comparative analysis of a regenerative model, the
axolotl spinal cord, and a corresponding non-regenerative system, rat
spinal cord. We have carried out microRNA microarrays on axoltol
and rat spinal cord injury samples, comparing different times points
and the rostral versus caudal side of the injury. This approach has
identified a small number of highly conserved microRNAs that are
differentially regulated in axolotl versus rat. Detailed in vivo studies
of one of these microRNAs, miR-125b that is highly expressed in
axoltol but low in rat has identified it as a key regulator of the
regenerative response in axolotl. miR-125b is expressed in the neural
stem cells of the axoltol spinal cord, downregulation of this microRNA
inhibits faithful neural regeneration across a lesion in axoltol. Here
we will present data showing that tight regulation miR-125b is
necessary for regeneration of the ependymal tube and of neurons
after spinal cord injury in the axoltol. We have identified SEMA4D as
one of the target of this microRNA in the spinal cord of both axoltol
and rat. Ongoing experiments are revealing the identities and roles of
other molecules acting as intermediates, effectors and regulators
within this newly-emerging pathway.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.05.016
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Stem cells to synapses: Regulation of self-renewal and
differentiation in the nervous system
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Discovering how stem cells are maintained in a multipotent state
and how their progeny differentiate into distinct cellular fates is a
key step in the therapeutic use of stem cells to repair tissues after
damage or disease. We are investigating the genetic networks that
regulate neural stem cells in Drosophila. Stem cells can divide
symmetrically to expand the stem cell pool, or asymmetrically to
self-renew and generate a daughter cell destined for differentiation.
Symmetrically dividing stem cells exist in the optic lobe of the
brain, where they convert to asymmetrically dividing neuroblasts.
By comparing the transcriptional profiles of symmetrically and
asymmetrically dividing stem cells, we identified Notch as a key
regulator of the switch from symmetric to asymmetric division. The
balance between symmetric and asymmetric division is critical for
the generation and repair of tissues, as unregulated stem cell
division results in tumourous overgrowth. During asymmetric
division cell fate determinants, such as the transcription factor
Prospero, are partitioned from the neural stem cell to its daughter.
By identifying Prospero's targets throughout the genome we
showed that Prospero represses genes for self-renewal and activates
differentiation genes. In Prospero mutants, differentiating daugh-
ters revert to a stem cell-like fate: they express markers of self-
renewal, continue to proliferate, fail to differentiate and generate
tumours. Neural stem cells transit through a period of quiescence at
the end of embryogenesis. We discovered that insulin signalling is
necessary for these stem cells to exit quiescence and reinitiate cell
proliferation. We identified nutrition-responsive glial cells as the
source of the insulin-like peptides that reactivate neural stem cells
in vivo. Chell JM and Brand AH (2010) Nutrition-responsive glia
control exit of neural stem cells from quiescence. Cell 143, 1161–
1173 Egger B, Gold KS and Brand AH (2010) Notch regulates the
switch between symmetric and asymmetric neural stem cell
division in the Drosophila optic lobe. Development 137, 2981–
2987 Southall TD and Brand AH (2009) Multiple transcription factor
binding identifies neural stem cell gene regulatory networks. EMBO
J. 28, 3799–807 Elliott, D.A and Brand, A.H. (2008). The GAL4
System: a versatile system for the expression of genes. Methods Mol
Biol. 420, 79–95. Choksi, S.P. et al. (2006). Prospero acts as a binary
switch between self-renewal and differentiation in Drosophila
neural stem cells. Dev. Cell 11, 775–789.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.05.018
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Wnt signaling controls mesodermal/neural and muscle/vascular
stem cell fates during somitogenesis
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